THESSALONIKI,
GREECE

YES GLOBAL ASSOCIATION
FIRST CHAPTER
27 APRIL – 6 MAY

CORETEAM
The coreteam used the time for a meeting from the 27th of April
to the 1st of May.

We enjoyed being together in person and not over digital
media! At our event location YPSILON and at Giorgios
apartment we had the necessary silence to work.
From left:
Giorgio, Fabio, Mia, Sesto, Monika, Karmele
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CHAPTER- 31st April
The 31ST of April the coreteam met Αντώνιος Κίτσιος (Antonios Kitsios) in
Ypsilon. We all ‘checked in’ with a brief description of personal and
professional background. Antonios, our Greek participant presented his
future plans and potential projects/ideas that he wishes to work on!
Karmele, Monika and Fabio presented their current projects with an
intention to collaborate with Antonios.
In addition, we met Kimos, a business owner and met also a finance
consultant expert that presented broadly the financial and legal
environment for start-up’s in Greece.
The knowledge and experience that both shared with us was really
significant to be able to make a real change in the situation of the Greek
youth. Knowing cultural, legal and financial background is the key to
discover the obstacles that block the Greek youth from full
empowerment!
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CHAPTER- 1st May
The 1st of May was national festival in Greece. We could see some
demonstrations in the streets and visit, with Giorgio’s guidance, some
interesting places.
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CHAPTER-2nd May
The 2nd of May the coreteam met Αντώνιος Κίτσιος (Antonios Kitsios) in
another working place.
We visited Kimos workplace, also located in Thessaloniki. He dedicates
his business to educate children in an alternative way, and he also helps
people to build by themselves wood furniture.
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CHAPTER-3rd May
The next day the coreteam and Antonios met at another inspiring place
in Thessaloniki, where we could brainstorm about the project ideas of the
participant.
We prepared a LEAN Model Canvas Template and the creativity started!
All we needed was Antonios background and criteria and our passion.
We made it with post-its so everyone could give his/her input.
We met Kimos again, listening to his new project ideas for children.
Proposed him to contact youthnest for an exchange.
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CHAPTER-4th May
Beside internal coreteam talks this day was very special for us, as we
could learn a lot from Youthnest. An organization working in the northern
part of Greece with young people. An ideal partner for YES in the future.
We met Youthnest at their offices, after meeting Dimitris a day before for
an initial exchange. Youthnest http://youthnest.com is sending us a
proposal for a possible project cooperation in the Northern part of
Greece.
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CHAPTER-weekend
Reflections
On Friday we met all for a ‘Good Bye’ dinner, had good talks, fun and
delicious food.
This Chapter made some impact not only in the relations we could build
up in Thessaloniki but also in the relationship between the coreteam
members, as we could spend a lot of time together. We felt closer than
ever.
Understanding now much better the difficulties, entrepreneurship in
general faces in Greece, talking with experts from different fields, it was
for us clear that we come back and develop the relations we established
during our interesting time in Thessaloniki.
We support Antonios in his projects. Stay in contact with Kimos for his
potential project and look forward to the proposal from Youthnest.
With a lot of inspiration and a fruitful time in Thessaloniki we are looking
forward to our next chapter opening in Germany in August 2018.
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